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Huawei USA @HuaweiUSA 10m
#Climate change affects us all, which is why Huawei is taking action. The digital revolution is modifying the world at an accelerating pace. See how Huawei is working hard to make it a better place with our customers, partners and employees: bit.ly/PeZsW6

Ken HU @KenHu_Huawei 12h
Couldn’t agree more. Beyond investing in digital learning, working on the accessibility/affordability of devices & network connectivity is key too. A very clear gap has emerged in continuity of education between lower & higher income communities, which tend to be more connected.

António Guterres @antonioguterres - Aug 1
We are in the middle of an education crisis. 150 million students are still affected by school closures due to COVID-19 and 25 million may never return.

An effective pandemic recovery requires investment in teachers, digital learning, and systems fit for the future.